The proof is based on Moser's itérative method and so goes through a parabolic Harnack inequality. Let us first state the weaker elliptic Harnack inequality [17] which applies to harmonie functions u:
We say that (HE) is satisfied if 3C > 0, Vx, r, Vu ^ 0, AM = 0in£U,2r) => sup u < C inf u.
(HE) The following shows how to implement such a scheme on graphs and to obtain this way bounds for random walks. The interest is to avoid any algebraic structure assumption. In case the graph is generated as the Cayley graph of a finitely generated graph of polynomial volume growth, the estimâtes were proved by W. Hebisch and L. Saloff-Coste [13] in 1993. Other related works tending to a softer algebraic structure are [2] on more gênerai graphs than Cayley graphs and [25] on the graphs lP but with non-uniform transition.
Graphs.
We shall first define the geometrie setting of graphs. The graph structure will be symmetrically weighted (like a Riemannian geometry) or alternatively we will consider only réversible Markov chains.
Let Tbe an infinité set and ii xy = \i yx ^ 0 a symmetrie weight onTxE It induces a graph structure if we call x and y neighbours (x ~ y) when v xy * 0 (note that loops are allowed). Vertices are weighted by m(x) = Y^ ix xy . For clarity we will assume that this graph is connected and satisfies aA*(«) condition: DÉFINITION 2.1. -Let a > 0, the weighted graph (T t^) satisfies A* (<x) if x ~ y => /i X y ^ ocm(x).
Thus, the graph is locally uniformly finite (VJC G T, #{y | y ~ x] < a" 1 ). The graph is endowed with its natural metric (the smallest number of edges of a path between two points). We defineballs (for rreal)5(jc,r) = {y \ d(x r y) ^ r} andthevolumeofasubset
A of T,V(A) = J]m(x).Wewillwritey(jc,r)for\/(B(jc l r)).
xeA To the weighted graph we associate now a discrete-time Markov kernel. Set p(x, y) = --z -, the discrete kernel p n (x,y) is defined by means the probability to go from x to y in n steps but it may also be interesting to think to the density h n (x,y) = " which is symmetrie and is the right analog of the kernel
m(y)
Pi in the previous section. We will say that u satisfies the (discrete-time) parabolic équation on (n, x) if m{x)u{n + \,x) = ^2vxyu(n,y). The second feature is a lot more serious. It appears that p n (x, y) may be zero, simply because d(x, y) and n do not have the same parity. It is even the case of one of the easiest example, the standard random walk on 1. Take \x mn = 1 if \m -n\ = 1 and \x mn -0 otherwise, that is at each step one goes left or right with probability 1 /2 for each. Then if one starts at zero, one is always at an even integer for even times n and at an odd integer for odd times. So there is no hope for a lower bound without some care. Furthermore the behaviour of this Standard random walk on Z illustrâtes the fact that the discrete diffusion is somehow not so smooth as in the continuous case.
The solution adopted in [10, 11] is to assume that there is a loop on each vertex, more precisely we will complete the previous A* (a) condition and consider the following. We shall now return to the condition p(x, x) ^ a. First it may seem frustrât ing since very often random walks are considered without loops. But the result of Theorem 2.4 can be applied on a sort of twice iterated graph (see [11] ). For instance in the case of the standard random walk on Z, after two steps one stays at the same integer with probability 1 /2 (one moves +2 with probability 1/4 and one moves -2 with probability 114). Then it is possible to soit out a result for the original random walk, but this result, especially for the lower bound, is very dependent on the graph and in particular of the présence of odd length cycles.
It should be also noted that the condition p(x, x) ^ <x is not only a trick to avoid parity problems but it has also turned out to be a very useful technical ingrediënt. As was said after Définition 2.2, the discrete diffusion is not so nice to deal with and Moser's method (in particular the Cacciopoli inequalities) cannot be directly adapted by translating differential calculerions into différence ones. And here the problem is not especially with the discrete geometry but rather with the discrete time. As far as the discrete geometry is concerned it has been possible in three different works [9, 14, 22] to implement Moser's method and obtain elliptic Harnack inequalities (namely A* + DV + P => HE). But when we consider the discrete time we have to use something more, like the condition p(x, x) ^ Of. There are different ways to use it. At the end of the introduction in [11] , it was only sketched how it could be used in a proof of a Cacciopoli inequality but this idea was given up. Later in [6] the authors managed to implement one part of Moser's itération and obtained mean-value inequalities. Perhaps the other part, which is about the behaviour of the logarithm of an harmonie function, could also be implemented. In [11] we have managed to separate the difficultés by applying first the scheme to a continuoustime Markov kernel on the graphs and then to introducé the condition p(x t x) ^ <x for a comparison between the continuous-time and the discrete-time kernels. We describe briefly this comparison in the following. The meaning of condition n ^ a 2 la 2 is only to ensure that a^fn ^ an and so that fc cannot be bigger than n.
Once we have "good" estimâtes for the continuous-time kernel (we put quotes because it is known from the works by M. M. H. Pang and E. B. Davies that the large dévia-tion estimâtes are hère more complicated than (G)), we can use directly (2.7) and obtain an upper bound for the discrete-time kernel. To obtain a lower bound with (2.8), we must first find a value of a which ensures that for instance half of the whole sum (2.6) is contained by the terms for which | k -( 1 -a) n \ ^ a^fn. This can be done thanks precisely to discrete-time kernel upper estimâtes which yield estimâtes for p k (x, y).
Harmonie functions with polynomial growth.
In this section we shall study the following spaces and in particular their dimension. This yields Jt ^ Cd v since thanks to e = d" 1 the values o f ^" (2d+v+1) may be bounded from below.
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